INTRODUCTION
In France, most digitized books in libraries, cannot be found online, except from the French National Library ones.
The main reason for this, is that Gallica the French National Library digital library, does not yet allow, other libraries to upload their electronic documents on this platform. These electronic documents will only appear in Gallica if libraries are able to build their own digital library and their own OAI repository.
However, most of them don't have either the resources, the money nor the expertise to develop such tools, and the minority who are indeed able to build digital libraries, usually build bad ones, with old specifications and bad Web Page Ranking.
That's why most books French libraries digitized are "sleeping" on CD-ROMs, DVDs or on external hard drives.
There might be another reason to explain this situation, most French Librarians do not know which software or platforms to use to build their own digital libraries, even though a lot of them are available for free and user-friendly.
Indeed, there are very few surveys on software to develop digital libraries either in French or in English.
That's why, we have joined effort (Tosca consulting and digital project manager of an Academic Library) to conduct such a survey.
We sent a questionnaire of 160 questions to 10 software companies: These selected responses were then classified into six original tables which have not been published in our book but only in this article. 
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